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In this paper, we analyse the demand-led determinants of Spanish economic growth from
1998–2019. We apply the supermultiplier demand-led growth accounting methodology by
Freitas/Dweck (2013) with two modifications: First, we incorporate consumption out of public
transfers, following Haluska et al. (2021) and Haluska (2023). Second, we incorporate consump-
tion out of public wages as a source of autonomous demand, theoretically suggested by Serrano/
Pimentel (2019). Our demand-led growth decomposition highlights: (i) public demand and
exports as important stable growth drivers, and a decreasing supermultiplier that reduces growth
rates; (ii) the indirect effect of a real estate boom in the economic expansion of 1998–2008 caused
by increasing public revenues and opening space to the expansion of public demand; and (iii) the
incapacity of exports to lead the recovery alone, as the latter started only with the resumption of the
public and private demand.

Keywords: supermultiplier, demand-led growth accounting, Spanish economy

JEL codes: O47, E11, E12

1 INTRODUCTION

The idea that economic growth is driven by effective demand is central to post-Keynesian
economics. The authors from this perspective have a tradition in applying a demand-led
growth perspective to analyse concrete experiences of economic growth of several coun-
tries, to study demand and growth regimes (Hein 2011; Hein/Martschin 2020, 2021),
or the drivers of growth (Kohler/Stockhammer 2021). More recently, comparative politi-
cal economy also started to discuss the demand-led growth perspective applied to the con-
crete experiences of economic growth of several countries (Baccaro/Pontusson 2016)
opening the possibility of debates with the post-Keynesian tradition.

The Sraffian supermultiplier model (Serrano 1995) and its Kaleckian version with auton-
omous demand has been used by a broader group of post-Keynesian researchers at a
theoretical level (Allain 2015; Lavoie 2016; Fazzari et al. 2020; Hein/Woodgate 2021).
This model has been applied to demand-led growth accounting to analyse concrete
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growth experiences (Freitas/Dweck 2013; Bastos/Porto 2016; Haluska 2023; Morlin et
al. 2022; Passos/Morlin 2022; Barbieri-Góes 2022). Stockhammer/Kohler (2022)
recognise the supermultiplier as an alternative perspective within post-Keynesian
‘demand and growth regimes’ and ‘growth drivers’ methods to analyse concrete episodes
of demand-led growth and Campana et al. (2024) argue that these models can be
complementary.

In this paper, we apply the supermultiplier demand-led growth accounting metho-
dology to analyse the economic performance of Spain from 1998 to 2019. We follow
the methodology by Freitas/Dweck (2013) but with two modifications. First, we incor-
porate consumption out of public transfers, following the theoretical discussion in
Haluska et al. (2021) and the incorporation in demand-led accounting in Haluska
(2023). Second, we incorporate consumption out of public wages as a source of auton-
omous demand, following the theoretical discussion in Serrano/Pimentel (2019). The
introduction of the latter in demand-led growth accounting analysis is a specific contri-
bution of this paper. These modifications are based on the theoretical distinction found
in supermutiplier theory that consumption out of public transfers and wages are not sys-
tematically related to the production process. Moreover, they contribute to the disentan-
glement of what is commonly considered as induced private consumption arising from
the private and public sectors.

We consider three different periods: the pre-crisis economic expansion (1998–2008),
the great recession (2008–2013) and the economic recovery (2014–2019). We evaluate
the role of both the induced and autonomous components of demand and its importance
to the growth patterns in each of these three periods. Our demand-led growth decompo-
sition highlights both the relevance of public demand and exports as growth drivers, and
the role of the changing supermultiplier to reduce the rates of growth of Spain. We com-
pare our results with interpretations of Spain’s growth patterns found in the literature. We
argue that the real estate boom was important to the pre-crisis economic expansion, not
only because of its direct effect, as commonly seen in the literature, but also because of the
indirect effect of increasing public revenues, opening space to the expansion of public
demand. Our results also show that exports themselves were not enough to lead the recov-
ery alone, as is also mentioned in the literature. The recovery started only with the
resumption of public and private demand.

Besides this introduction, the paper comprises four more sections. In Section 2, we
briefly present the supermultiplier theory and the supermultiplier demand-led growth
accounting methodology. In Section 3, we present our results. In Section 4, we compare
our results with both the mainstream and post-Keynesian interpretation of Spanish
growth patterns found in the literature. We make our final remarks in Section 5.

2 SUPERMULTIPLIER THEORY AND DEMAND-LED GROWTH
ACCOUNTING

Supermultiplier theory (Serrano 1995) endorses the Keynesian–Kaleckian principle of
effective demand and extends it to the long run, by a conceptual separation of aggregate
demand between autonomous and induced components. The latter include those com-
ponents of demand that are systematically related to the production process, such as the

out of contractual wages. These induced expenditures are considered systematically
related to the production process since production generates contractual wages, which
are (at least partially) spent by workers, and business investment is made to adapt the
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productive capacity to the expected level of demand, which depends on the actual levels
of output and effective demand. On the other hand, the autonomous expenditures are
not systematically related to the production process and, in general, are determined by a
wide range of diverse factors reflecting social, political and institutional settings of spe-
cific economies and influenced by the economic policy stance. Among these compo-
nents typically categorized as autonomous in supermultiplier theory are households’
demand financed out of debt (residential investment and credit-financed consumption),
discretionary consumption by the wealthy, government demand (determined by the
economic policy stance) and exports (importantly driven by the income growth of the
rest of the world).1

In the supermultiplier model, output is determined by the supermultiplier – com-
posed of the parameters of the propensities to consume and to invest, the import con-
tent of demand and the tax burden – times the autonomous demand. The trend rate of
economic growth is related to the growth rate of the autonomous components, while
changes in the supermultiplier have a permanent level effect on output, but only a
temporary effect on growth. The changes in the supermultiplier are explained by
changes in the functional income distribution and the propensity to consume, the
import content of demand, the tax burden and the propensity to invest. The last is
positively related to the growth rate of output, reflecting the flexible accelerator
mechanism which adjusts productive capacity to effective demand (Freitas/Serrano
2015; Lavoie 2016).

The supermultiplier demand-led growth accounting methodology is an attempt to
apply some of these insights to analyse concrete experiences of growth (both from
advanced and developing economies) and to inspect growth patterns. This methodol-
ogy involves decomposing the growth rate of output to estimate the contribution of
autonomous and induced components of aggregate demand. In this sense, it is a ‘the-
oretically informed decomposition’ as it imposes on data the view that growth is
demand-led, and that some demand components are autonomous, while others are
induced (Morlin et al. 2021: 32). This methodology has been used by Freitas/
Dweck (2013) and Haluska (2023) for the Brazilian economy, Bastos/Porto (2016)
for Portugal, Passos/Morlin (2022) for Latin American countries, Morlin et al.
(2022) for a set of OECD countries, Campana et al. (2024) for the BRICs countries
and Barbieri-Góes (2022) for the US.

The supermultiplier growth accounting methodology is, on the one hand, an alterna-
tive to the well-known supply-side growth accounting, based on the neoclassical theory of
growth and distribution (Solow 1957; Hulten 2010). This approach imposes on data the
view that growth is explained by the evolution of supply-side components, such as the
factors of production and productivity. On the other hand, it differs from the traditional
demand-led growth decomposition often used in macroeconomic juncture analysis or in
the ‘demand and growth regimes’ literature (Hein 2011; Hein/Martschin 2020, 2021).2

This approach just checks the contribution of the components of demand as defined

1. The qualification of these demand components as autonomous does not mean that they are
always exogenous to the production process, as they can be partially endogenous depending on
the institutional framework (Fiebiger 2018; Serrano et al. 2023).
2. The ‘demand and growth regimes’ approach combines the results of the traditional demand-
led growth decomposition with information from financial balances of private, public and external
sectors to classify growth patterns according to a taxonomy. For a broad comparison between the
two demand-led growth accounting methodologies, see Hein (2023) and Morlin et al. (2022),
and for an empirical comparison, see Campana et al. (2024).
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by the national accounts – households’ consumption, government consumption, invest-
ment and net exports – with no further theory-based disaggregation.

This paper applies the supermultiplier accounting methodology to the Spanish econ-
omy. We start by rearranging the national accounts’ aggregate demand components in
accordance with the supermultiplier theory. Our aggregate demand taxonomy follows
the supermultiplier literature (Freitas/Dweck 2013; Girardi/Pariboni 2016, 2020).
We add to the sources of autonomous demand both the consumption out of transfers,
following Haluska et al. (2021) and Haluska (2023), and the consumption out of public
wages, building upon the theoretical discussion of Serrano/Pimentel (2019). The latter
is a specific contribution of the paper to the supermultiplier demand-led growth
accounting literature. We group autonomous components into (i) private demand, com-
posed of credit-financed consumption, private residential investment and other private
autonomous investment (investment in research and development and net acquisitions
of valuable objects);3 (ii) public demand, made up of public entities’ demand (encom-
passing government consumption, government investment and public companies’
investment4) and consumption out of public income (including consumption out of
transfers and consumption out of government wages); and (iii) external demand
(exports). We should stress that this separation between both induced and autonomous,
as well as public and private, is somewhat arbitrary, and the results of the decomposition
reflect the choices regarding this taxonomy. This constitutes a limitation of the
methodology.

According to the supermultiplier theory, households’ consumption out of public income
is seen as autonomous as the income that finances it is not related to the production process
but created institutionally. However, as mentioned in footnote 1 of this paper, it is possible
that a certain part of the autonomous demand may be systematically related to economic
activity due to particular institutional reasons. So, a portion of public transfers – for exam-
ple, unemployment benefits – can be endogenous and would have to be incorporated into
the supermultiplier. However, as a first approach to include this issue into the demand-led
accounting methodology, we assume that consumption out of public transfers is fully
autonomous and exogenous.5

Also, our choice to include households’ consumption out of public income as part of
the public instead of private sector’s demand is based on the idea that the purchasing
power that finances it is generated by the public and not the private sector (although
the expenditure is made by the households).6

3. Deleidi/Mazzucato (2019) call to attention that part of the business spending in R&D can be
considered induced as it is important to innovation and productive capacity creation. To empirically
separate the autonomous and induced parts of expenditures in R&D can be difficult in practice, and
we thus consider this variable as part of the autonomous demand.
4. We consider public companies’ investment as autonomous following Freitas/Dweck (2013:
185) because ‘capitalist competition did not exert a major influence on its behavior’. For a different
interpretation see Campana et al. (2024), who consider public companies’ investment as an induced
component of demand.
5. One possible way to improve the demand-led accounting is to decompose consumption out of
public income into autonomous demand and the supermultiplier. It is true that part of the public
transfers is anti-cyclical and acts as an automatic stabiliser in Spain, although these automatic stabi-
lisers derived from the social benefits are less important in Spain (and other southern European
countries) compared to other OECD countries (Dolls et al. 2022).
6. Our results considering alternatively consumption out of public income as part of the private
sector’s demand are shown in Table A3 in Appendix 3.
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7. Households’ consumption includes consumption by non-profit institutions serving
households.
8. We use the volume of new consumer credit instead of the consumption of durable goods as a
proxy, as used by Freitas/Dweck (2013) and Bastos/Porto (2016). Our choice is motivated by the
fact that credit was also widely used to finance the consumption of non-durable goods and services.
Nevertheless, consumer credit is still an imperfect proxy since it does not encompass other forms of
credit that are also used for consumption, such as credit card overdrafts and some part of mortgage
loans.
9. Taxes on value-added and wages affect the composition of consumption, but not its aggregate
value, ensuring accounting identity. To disaggregate the volume of households’ consumption given
by the national accounts, we rely on the estimation of the propensity to consume as defined below in
equation (7). Hence, autonomous consumption out of public income and induced consumption
(out of private wages) are determined at the same time, knowing the volume of consumer credit,
transfers and wages, as well as the average taxes on value-added and wages.
10. Since a substantial percentage of Spanish workers is self-employed, mixed income represents a
significant part of households’ income in Spain.
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We must consider some peculiarities to include public sector wages into our
decomposition. Following Serrano/Pimentel (2019), government spending in public
services has a double impact on output: as government consumption and as wage
income spent by public servants on consumption. Only the latter leads to a (super)
multiplier effect. This particularity of government wages stems from the fact that
they constitute both gross value-added (public services) and demand (government con-
sumption) at the same time. The result is different when the government spends
through transfers: this only affects the aggregate demand when the recipients spend
that money. To properly account for the particularity of government wages, we define
induced expenditures – induced consumption, induced investment and imports – as a
function of aggregate income deducted from the public wage bill. This variable can be
understood as the demand for domestic products and services that generates induced
spending.

The variables are defined as follows. Aggregate supply, composed by GDP (Y ) plus
imports (M ), is equal to aggregate demand (D) (equation (1)). Consumption (C ) is
made by households and government (equation (2)).7 We split households’ consumption
(CH) into an autonomous (CA) and an induced component (CI) (equation (3)). Autono-
mous consumption encompasses credit-financed consumption (CCr) and consumption
out of public income (CPub) (equation (4)). Credit-financed consumption is equal to
the volume of new consumer credit (Cr), once we consider the (average effective) tax
on value added (tVA) (equation (5)).8 Consumption out of public income corresponds
to the part induced by public transfers (Tr) and government wages (WG). This is obtained
by multiplying these public transfers and government wages by the (average) propensity to
consume (c) after deducting the corresponding taxes. For consumption out of transfers,
only the tax on value added applies, whereas for consumption out of public wages we
also consider the tax on wages (tw) (equation (6)). Induced consumption is defined as
the part of the after-taxes private-wage income spent on consumption of goods and
services, which results from multiplying the private wage bill (WPriv) net of taxes by the
propensity to consume (equation (7)).9

The private wage bill is calculated as the product of the private (adjusted) wage share
(ω′) – workers’ participation in value-added in the private sector, including the part of
mixed income attributed to wages10 – and aggregate income, deducted from government
wages (equation (9)). Stockhammer (2013) provides a benchmark definition of the private



wage share. This consists in adjusting the overall wage share (ω) by deducting the part
corresponding to the public sector, proxied by government consumption, whose wage
share is assumed to be equal to one since there are no profits. However, government con-
sumption does not only encompass goods and services provided by the government, but
also purchases of goods and services from the private sector (CGPGS) (equation (8)).11 We
consider it more accurate to estimate the private wage share by deducting government
wages and not the whole government consumption (equation (9)). We estimate the pro-
pensity to consume residually as the ratio of households’ income (wages and transfers)
spent on consumption, deducted from taxes (equation (10)). Our specification of house-
holds’ consumption considers both the propensity to consume and the wage share, allow-
ing for the differentiation of the effect of changes in the functional income distribution
from other factors.

panies’ investment (IG and IPC, respectively) – and private investment (equation (11)).
The latter is split into autonomous private investment (IA) (equation (12)) – private resi-
dential investment (IRes) and other autonomous investment (IOA) (investment in research
and development plus net acquisitions of valuable objects) – and induced or productive
investment (II), which we estimate residually (equation (13)). Private residential invest-
ment is estimated by subtracting the government’s residential investment and adding
investment in non-residential constructions by the real estate sector from total residential
investment. The latter is introduced as it constitutes an extension of residential investment
and does not increase productive capacity.12 In line with the supermultiplier theory, pro-
ductive investment maintains a certain relation with GDP, captured by the propensity to
invest (h) (equation (13)), and is considered an induced component of demand. Since the
payment of public wages does not constitute demand for the private sector – only their
later spending on consumption – we deduct such wages from GDP. Therefore, the pro-
pensity to invest is defined in relation to the demand for domestic goods and services that
generates induced spending (equation (14)).

11. Government consumption also includes capital depreciation, which in our specification is
included in government consumption of private goods and services.
12. Any other investment in construction is considered as part of productive investment.
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Investment (I ) is decomposed into public – autonomous government and public com-

Aggregate demand is the sum of autonomous and induced demand (equation (15)).
Autonomous demand (Z ) encompasses autonomous consumption and investment,
public expenditures and exports (X ) (equation (16)). Public expenditures comprise
government consumption, government investment and investment by public companies
(equation (17)). Imports (M ) are defined through the import content of the demand
that generates induced spending (m), that is, aggregate demand minus government wages
(equations (18) and (19)). By replacing each term in equation (8) by their respective expres-
sions, we obtain the ultimate definition of output as a function of the supermultiplier (α)
and autonomous demand (equation (20)). The value of the supermultiplier depends posi-
tively on the propensity to consume out of wages, the private wage share and the propensity
to invest, while it depends negatively on the import content and the effective average tax
rates on value-added and wages. This specification complies with Serrano/Pimentel’s
(2019) theoretical proposal: changes in public wages affect output through the ‘supermulti-
plication’ of its spending in consumption, and as public value-added, which is not ‘super-
multiplied’ (equation (21)). Finally, we can express the rate of growth of GDP in terms of



the rate of growth of autonomous expenditures and the parameters, multiplied by their cor-
responding coefficients (β) and shares, and the supermultiplier (equation (22)).13

It should be noticed that the estimation of the supermultiplier parameters described
above consists in an imposition of theory on data – instead of a test of theory through
data. Hence, it is a limitation of the methodology which can be improved in further stu-
dies. One option is to rely on econometrics to estimate the propensities to consume and to
invest, as well as the import content. An additional improvement could be to calculate two
different parameters for the propensities to consume out of wages (private and public) and
of public transfers.

13. Subscript 0 denotes previous year, while subscript 1 denotes end of current year. A dot over
a variable denotes its growth rate. The β coefficients represent an expression which changes from
one variable to another. They account for the effect of the tax burden and the propensity to consume
on GDP growth to changes in the growth rate of the corresponding variable, as detailed in the
Appendix 3.
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Table 1 Glossary of variables

Demand components Main aggregates

C Consumption Y Income
CG Government consumption D Aggregate demand
CGPGS Government consumption of private Z Autonomous expenditures

goods and services
CH Households’ consumption Other aggregate variables

CA Autonomous consumption W Wage bill
CPub Consumption out of public income WPriv Private wage bill
CCr Credit-financed consumption WG Public wage bill
CI Induced consumption (out of private

wages)
Tr Transfers
Cr Consumer credit

I Investment
IG Government investment
IPC Public companies’ investment

Parameters

IA Private autonomous investment
α Supermultiplier

IRes Private residential investment
ω Adjusted wage share

IOA Other private autonomous investment
ω’ Private adjusted wage share

II Induced investment (productive
investment)

c (Average) propensity to consume
(out of wages and transfers)

G Public entities’ demand
h (Average) propensity to invest

M Imports
tw (Effective average) tax rate on wages

X Exports
tVA (Effective average) tax rate on

value added
m Import content (of the demand

that generates induced spending)



3 RESULTS

3.1 General results

Our demand-led growth accounting points to some structural features and long-term
trends in the Spanish economy. First, considering the whole period (1998–2019), public
expenditures and exports are the most important drivers of growth, while the contribution
of private autonomous expenditures is much smaller (Figure 1). This result also holds
when we calculate the net contribution of each sector adding the contributions of the
supermultiplier parameters (taxes for the public sector, the wage share and the propensities
to consume and to invest for the private sector, and the import content of demand for the
external sector).

Table 2 Equations

Y þM ¼ C þ I þ X (1)
C ¼ CH þ CG (2)
CH ¼ CA þ CI (3)
CA ¼ CCr þ CPub (4)
CCr ¼ ð1− tV AÞCr (5)
CP ¼ cð1− tV AÞT r þ cð1− tV AÞð1− twÞWG (6)

CI ¼ cð1− tV AÞð1− twÞω′ðY −WGÞ (7)
CG ¼ CGBSP þWG (8)

ω′ ¼ WPriv
Y −WG

¼ ωY −WG
Y −WG

(9)

c ¼ CH − ð1− tV AÞCr
ð1− tV AÞ½T r þð1− twÞωY � (10)

I ¼ IG þ IPC þ I A þ I I (11)
I A ¼ IRes þ IOA (12)
I I ¼ I − ðIG þ IPC Þ− I A ¼ hðY −WGÞ (13)

h ¼ I I
Y −WG

(14)

D ¼ Y þM ¼ Z þ CI þ I I (15)
Z ¼ CA þ I A þ G þ X (16)
G ¼ CG þ IG þ IPC (17)
M ¼ mðD−WGÞ (18)

m ¼ M
D−WG

¼ M
Y þM −WG

(19)

Y ¼ 1−m
1− ð1−mÞ½cð1− tV AÞð1− twÞω′þ h�

� �
ðZ −WGÞ þWG ¼ αðZ −WGÞ þWG (20)

dY
dW G

¼ ½1þ α½cð1− tV AÞð1− twÞ��dW G (21)

_Y ¼ α1 βCr
Cr0
Y0

_C r þ βT r
T r0
Y0

_T r þ βWPub

WG0

Y0

_WG þ IRes0
Y0

_I Res þ IOA0

Y0

_I OA þ
�

þ G −WG
Y0

ðG − _W GÞ þ X
Y0

_X þ βc c0 _c þ βω′ω′0 _ω′ (22)

− βtw tw0 _t w − βtV A
tV A0 _t V A þ h0 _h − βmm0 _m

i
þ WG0

Y0
_WG
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The importance of public expenditures and exports stems from the fact that the public
sector’s and the exports’ share in autonomous demand are much higher than the private
sector’s share, as shown in Figure 2.

Importantly, this result is conditioned by our assumption that households’ consump-
tion out of public income makes up part of public autonomous demand. This roughly
doubles the size of public autonomous demand, notably due to the weight of consump-
tion out of transfers (Figure 3).

Second, the only component of the autonomous demand that has maintained its pace
of growth over the period of analysis is exports (Figure 4). The upward growth trend of
public spending was interrupted in 2010, when austerity programmes were initiated,
while private autonomous demand suffered a huge and long slump in the recession
between 2007 and 2013. The latter did not resume growth until 2016 and ended the per-
iod far below its pre-crisis level. These divergent growth dynamics explain the autonomous
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demand’s composition changes (Figure 2): the decrease in the weight of private and public
demand in favour of exports.

A third noteworthy point regards the behaviour of the estimated supermultiplier,
which has followed a downward trend, contributing negatively to growth in the whole
period (Figure 5). This pattern resulted mainly from two long-term trends: (i) a contin-
uous shrinkage of the private wage share and (ii) the increase of the import content of
demand.
The private wage share decreased from 56 per cent in 1998 to 50 per cent in 2018.14 This
can be attributed to the following structural changes: first, a regime of capital–labour rela-
tions based on wage moderation supported by trade unions (Muñoz de Bustillo-Llorente/
Antón-Pérez 2007; Ferreiro/Gómez 2014: 111). Second, mid-1990s regulatory reforms

14. There was a slight recovery in 2019, which can be attributed to the significant increase in the
minimum wage implemented that year.
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facilitated the fall in the coverage ratio of collective agreements and in the ratio of union
membership,15 and an increase in the ratio of involuntary part-time employment. Third,
job creation biased towards sectors with less of a tradition of wage negotiation and lower
ratios of union membership (Blanco 2004). Fourth, the precarious conditions in which
migrants from non-EU countries are incorporated into the labour market, despite display-
ing similar levels of education with the nationals (Muñoz de Bustillo 2007). Fifth, the pro-
gramme of structural reforms and fiscal consolidation implemented from 2010 onward
involving changes in labour regulation implemented between 2010 and 2012 (Álvarez
et al. 2018), cuts and freezing in public wages between 2010 and 2014 (Uxo et al.
2016), and the reduction in the quantity and scope of unemployment benefits in 2012.
Finally, the persistence and duration of unemployment (Stirati/Meloni 2021), reflected in
the fall of the ratio of insured unemployed workers (Cárdenas-del Rey/Herrero-Alba
2021), may have also been important in explaining the fall in the wage share.

The upward trend of the import content may be explained by changes in the composi-
tion of the aggregate demand, as well as an increase in the import intensity of certain com-
ponents of the demand. Exports, the component with the highest import content
(Gandoy 2017), increased their relative weight on the aggregate demand. Also, exports
increased their import content throughout the whole period, a fact typically attributed
to the deepening in the integration of global value chains (Myro 2018). The import con-
tent also increased for private consumption and productive investment (Bussière et al.
2013; Bank of Spain 2017a: 93, 2020: 28–29). Another key factor which might help
to explain the structural increase in the import content is the EMU membership. Finally,
the cyclical component of import content can be explained by the behaviour of the

15. The ratio of coverage of sectoral collective agreements was relatively high in Spain compared to
other countries, while the regulatory minimum wage too low, making the wages set by the former
more determinant than the latter for the bargaining power balance (Fernández et al. 2006).
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propensity to invest, since productive investment is the demand component with the
second highest import content.

The propensity to invest is higher from 1998–2007, then rapidly decreases in 2008–2009,
and increases from 2015 onward (however, to a lower level than in the first period). This
behaviour is compatible with the accelerator effect and the results of the supermultiplier
model, in which the trend growth rate is positively related to the business investment
share (although of course this is not the only possible explanation).16

3.2 Three phases of growth

The Spanish economy went through three different periods. The first one (1998–2007)
was marked by the largest expansion experienced since democracy was re-established in
1975. The average growth rate (3.83 per cent) was above all the euro area members except
Ireland (euro area-12 grew 2.15 per cent). The second period, 2008–2013, was marked by
a recession, because of two shocks: the global financial crisis (GFC) and the euro area
sovereign debt crisis. Real GDP shrank by almost 10 per cent during this five-year reces-
sion. The third period (2014–2019) marked the recovery of the Spanish economy,
initiated in the first quarter of 2014. Growth, however, was weaker than in the first period
(average rate of 2.6 per cent) and decelerated from 2016 onward. Our demand-led growth
accounting decomposition results are displayed in Table 3, which shows the contribution
of each autonomous expenditure and supermultiplier parameter to economic growth for
each of these three growth periods. Table A3 of Appendix 3 displays the alternative results
considering households’ consumption out of public income as part of the private sector’s
autonomous demand.

The results show that in the pre-GFC economic expansion (1998–2007), the auton-
omous demand growth was driven mainly by public spending and exports, and then pri-
vate demand (mainly residential investment), while the supermultiplier contributed
strongly to reduce growth. Public spending expansion was mainly due to the discretionary
increase in public entities’ demand, although the contribution of transfers and public
wages was not negligible, but much more in line with the average. Meanwhile, private resi-
dential investment contributed to this period much more than the average.17 If we consider
the net contribution of each institutional sector, however, these results change mainly due
to the negative contribution of the increase in the import content, both for structural rea-
sons and for the increase in the propensity to invest. Hence, the public sector is still the
most important source of demand, followed closely by the private sector, and then, the
external sector. However, it is important to stress that the three institutional sectors con-
tributed positively to growth in the period.

The recession (2008–2013) was led by a strong negative contribution of private auton-
omous demand followed by a positive but moderate contribution of public autonomous
demand, and it was not worse because exports contributed positively. The supermultiplier
had a neutral contribution to growth: the positive contribution of the drop in the import
content was offset by the negative contribution of the fall in the propensity to invest and
the wage share, and the increase in tax burden. The results in terms of institutional sectors’
net contribution to demand-led growth point to a strong negative impact of the private

16. For evidence in favour of the accelerator effect for OECD countries, including Spain, see
Girardi/Pariboni (2020) and Pérez-Montiel/Erbina (2020).
17. The role of credit for consumption can be underestimated, as our data does not account for the
part of mortgage credit that was used for consumption (Bover et al. 2019). So, the increase in the
propensity to consume can be overestimated, as it is calculated as a residual.
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sector, followed by the public sector. The former was due to the combined effect of the
crisis in the housing market and the financial sector (and its multiplier-accelerator feed-
back effects) while the latter was caused by subsequent austere fiscal policy. Even with
a strong contribution of the external sector (because of positive contribution of growing
exports and falling imports), the result was contractionary to output.

The recession can be divided into two phases. The first phase (2008–2009) was led by the
collapse in private demand and exports, with the slump in global trade coinciding with the
onset of the GFC. Fiscal policy acted counter-cyclically, with automatic stabilizers and pub-
lic consumption and investment expansion with the ‘Plan E’. The second phase of the reces-
sion (2010–2013) was mainly driven by a contraction in public spending coupled with an
increase in wage and value-added taxation, following the implementation of austerity poli-
cies, while exports recovered. The former had a decisive effect in prolonging the recession. In
2010, austerity policies started, and public expenditures had a neutral contribution to
growth. Together with the recovery of exports, this made the economy grow at a negligible
although positive rate. However, in 2011, austerity policies led to a strong negative contri-
bution of the public sector. These policies included cuts in public consumption and invest-
ment and reductions in public wages, unemployment benefits and other public transfers.
The increase in the value-added tax between 2010 and 2012 (from 16 per cent to 21
per cent) and wage income tax in 2010 had a significant impact on consumption.

The post-crisis recovery (2014–2019) was mainly led by exports, together with a moderate
recovery of public and private autonomous demand. Exports and consumption out of public
income contributed to growth almost the same as in the first boom. These were followed by a
partial recovery in private spending, with a more modest increase in residential investment.
The role of direct public spending (excluding transfers and public wages) was also much smal-
ler than in the previous boom. The supermultiplier again contributed negatively, with
the increase in the import content and a decrease in the wage share more than offsetting
the recovery in the propensity to invest. In terms of the net contribution, the modest but posi-
tive contributions of the public, external and private sectors explain the moderate recovery.

4 A DEBATE WITH THE LITERATURE

4.1 The pre-GFC economic expansion (1998–2007)

Our results show that public spending and exports were more important for growth than pri-
vate demand during the economic expansion of 1998–2007. In contrast to that, prior litera-
ture has attributed a central role to residential investment and consumption, paying a great
deal of attention to the credit boom, which is attributed to different factors. The mainstream
view states that residential investment and households’ consumption were boosted by low
interest rates emerging from a ‘regime of macroeconomic stability’ and further pushed
down by the ECB (Bank of Spain 2004: 15, 24; 2007: 35–36; Malo-de Molina 2005).
The important role of low interest rates on residential investment and households’ consump-
tion is also pointed out by heterodox authors, such as Hein/Martschin (2021: 513). Other
factors that could explain the credit boom are the role of financial liberalisation and large
capital flows into peripheral euro countries on real estate (Rodríguez/Bustillo 2008;
Tilford/Whyte 2011; Cesaratto 2013; Stockhammer 2016) and a credit-financed speculative
process in which increases in house prices fed back on more credit through the revaluation
of collaterals (Febrero/Dejuán 2009; Febrero et al. 2019).

Our results show that residential investment and credit-financed consumption grew
more than other autonomous demand components during this period (see Figure 4).
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However, since the share of private expenditures on autonomous demand is much lower
than that of the public sector and exports, in the end, the direct contribution of the former
was small relative to the others. Nevertheless, we can identify one important feedback
effect showing a larger impact of residential investment in the economy. The real estate
boom was the key factor explaining the 4 pp increase in the tax-revenue-to-GDP ratio
during this period, because of the increase in housing prices and in the number of trans-
actions and housing starts.18 This extraordinary tax revenue was important in enabling the
increase in public spending within the limits of the prevailing tight fiscal rules.19 Assum-
ing that consumption induced by capital income is not significant, this facilitated the
expansionary effect of the fiscal policy seen in our results, especially, in the last three
years of the period when the overall budget balance turned into a surplus position.
This finding is in line with Serrano/Pimentel’s (2019: 4) theoretical discussion building
upon Haavelmo’s take on fiscal policy, according to which ‘even if a primary surplus
has to be obtained, an increase in government demand financed by taxes can be expan-
sionary, provided the primary surplus target … [is] … smaller than the marginal propen-
sity to save of the private sector’. Moreover, as Serrano/Pimentel (2019) claim, the
expansionary effect is amplified by the increase in the supermultiplier stemming from
the reaction of the propensity to invest to larger demand.20

The prominent role that our results accord to the public sector, in contrast to prior
literature, is explained by two facts. First, our taxonomy considers consumption out of
public income and public companies’ investment as public and not private demand as is
typically assumed. When the latter is assumed, the private sector becomes the main con-
tributor to growth, although the contribution of the public sector continues being size-
able (see Table A3 in Appendix 3). Second, the supermultiplier approach treats the
expansionary effects of public spending separately from the contractionary effects of
increased taxation. On the contrary, in the literature, the public sector’s impact on
growth has been typically analysed by looking at budget balances, reaching opposite
conclusions. For example, Kohler/Stockhammer (2022: 16) assess the fiscal stance
through the average cyclically adjusted primary balance for the period 2000–2007, con-
cluding that it was contractionary. Meanwhile, the Bank of Spain uses the change in the
cyclically adjusted primary balance as an indicator of fiscal impact, which followed an
upward trend (from decreasing deficits to increasing surpluses) until 2007, concluding
that the fiscal policy stance was restrictive (Bank of Spain 2017b: 35; Malo-de Molina
2014; Ortega/Peñalosa 2012: 28). The same indicator is used by Hein/Martschin
(2021: 511, 513) in combination with the public investment–GDP ratio, drawing simi-
lar conclusions. An exception in the literature is the IMF (2006), which separately esti-
mates the impacts of government spending and of taxation. According to its results, the

18. The European Commission estimates that between 50 per cent and 75 per cent of the tax rev-
enue increase was linked to the real estate boom (Martinez-Mongay et al. 2008), while the Bank of
Spain’s estimate is closer to the lower range of 50 per cent (de Castro-Fernández et al. 2008).
19. In 2001, Spain introduced a legal framework guiding fiscal spending that was even more
demanding than the EU’s Stability and Growth Pact (SGP): every administration was obliged to
run a current balanced budget, instead of the SGP’s medium-term target of close-to-balanced budget
for the aggregate public administration. The easing of the SGP’s rules in 2006 was more ambiguous
in Spain, where surpluses became mandatory whenever significant growth was expected in the fol-
lowing years.
20. Another interesting line of further investigation based on insights on the supermultiplier
would be to check the empirical evidence on the importance of the public sector demand to sustain
episodes of private autonomous demand boom and indebtedness. For a theoretical reference, see
Pariboni (2006).
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IMF argued that, in 2005, despite the government running a cyclically adjusted (overall)
fiscal surplus, fiscal policy contributed positively to economic growth. This resulted
from ‘public spending increases [having] a significantly larger expansionary impact on
demand and the current account than the contractive impact of equivalent revenue
gains’ (Ibid.: 13–14).

Finally, our results show a small but positive net contribution of the external sector that
contradicts prior literature. This result emerges from the decomposition that considers sepa-
rately the direct expansionary effects of exports from the contractionary effects of imports on
demand. Prior literature has privileged the current account balance as an indicator of the
external sector’s contribution to growth (Hein/Martschin 2020: 567, 2021: 514; Bank
of Spain 2007: 106).21 Since Spain increasingly ran deficits, it was assessed that the external
sector’s contribution was negative. Following our results, the import content increased in
this period, having a strong negative contribution to growth (−1.5 per cent). Nevertheless,
Spanish exports performed relatively well, or at least not worse than the main advanced
economies besides Germany (Myro 2018).22 Exports contributed 1.7 per cent to growth,
more than compensating for the negative effect of the increase in imports.

4.2 The recession of 2008–2013

During the Spanish recession (2008–2013), GDP contracted by almost 10 per cent. It is
generally interpreted as a double-dip recession, with a first phase initiated with the GFC
and the burst of the housing bubble, and a second phase coinciding with the euro area
debt crisis. Our results suggested that, overall, the main cause of the recession was the strong
contraction in private spending, but that fiscal austerity was the decisive factor explaining the
second phase of the recession (2010–2013). The literature tends to agree in pointing to the
collapse in private demand, but the diagnoses are diverse. Some economists attribute the crisis
to balance-of-payments problems (Bank of Spain 2013: 7, 59, 2017b; Higgins/Klitgaard
2014; Ferreiro et al. 2016). Some focus on the role of financial liberalisation to external
imbalances and its effects on indebtedness of the non-financial corporate sector (Aglietta
2012; Caldentey/Vernengo 2018). Others believe that the credit crunch that triggered the
crisis was related to the deleveraging of households and firms in a context of a balance-
sheet recession (Torrero-Mañas 2014; Álvarez-Peralta 2014; Febrero et al. 2019; Hein/
Martschin 2021). In addition, Febrero et al. (2019) focus on the role of credit cycles and
banks’ risk-taking decisions in contracting lending to the private sector. For Febrero/Bermejo
(2013) and Hein/Martschin (2021), the recession was later aggravated by fiscal consolidation,
implemented through a mix of cuts in government consumption, investment and wages
and an increase on indirect taxes. Uxó et al. (2016) focus on the impact on households’ con-
sumption due to the contraction in both the private wage bill, due to the collapse in construc-
tion activity, and the public wage bill, following cuts and freezes of civil servants’ wages.

Considering the entire period of recession, our results are consistent with the credit-bust
thesis, as the contraction in autonomous consumption and residential investment together
had the most negative contribution to growth in the period 2008–2013. Moreover, the
reduction in private induced spending was in line with the contraction of aggregate income.

21. For a comparison of the results of contribution of the external and public sector to growth
using the methods of national income and financial accounting decomposition, following the
demand and growth regimes perspective with the autonomous demand (or supermultiplier)
demand-led growth decomposition for the BRICS countries, see Campana et al. (2024).
22. Despite Spain’s share in world exports decreased from 2004, it increased when considering the
whole period (Febrero/Bermejo 2013).
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Consumption was negatively affected by the fall in the private wage share but positively
affected by the increase in the propensity to consume. This finding does not support the
balance-sheet recession thesis, although, since our propensity to consume is calculated as
a residual, we must interpret this result with caution. Considering the entire recession,
the drop in private productive investment seems to be compatible with the adjustment of
productive capacity to a much lower expected growth of effective demand (although we
do not exclude financial impacts on businesses’ investment in the short run).

Our results also support the importance of the public sector’s consolidation to reduce
the growth rate of the economy, especially between 2010 and 2013 when it became the
main driver of the recession. Hein/Martschin (2021) also identify a contractive fiscal
stance from 2010 onwards, since the public spending cuts were accompanied by a reduc-
tion of the cyclically adjusted primary deficits. On the contrary, Kohler/Stockhammer
(2021) do not qualify Spain’s fiscal stance as contractionary since the government ran
cyclically adjusted primary deficits.

Finally, our results show that the external sector contributed strongly to growth in the
recession. This stemmed from both the slump in imports resulting from the contraction in
aggregate demand (with the fall in productive investment’ share contributing to reduce the
overall import content) and the positive contribution of exports in second phase of the
recession. We cannot reach the same conclusion through the indicator typically used in
the literature: Spain ran current account deficits until 2012 and the period average of
the current account was clearly negative. In any case, for an economy like Spain, charac-
terised by a large weight of domestic demand and, especially, public expenditures, the
external sector alone does not seem to be able to lead a growth regime.

4.3 The economic recovery (2014–2019)

Our results show that the recovery resulted from the continuation of export growth fol-
lowed by a slight expansion in public and private autonomous spending. Prior literature
agrees that the recovery was driven by exports, although there is a debate on the role
played by external competitiveness and, especially, real wage devaluation. Some authors
believe that this was important to the recovery (Bank of Spain 2015: 23).23 Hein/
Martschin (2021: 516) state that the external demand push did not only result from
price competitiveness gains, but also from the recovery of economic growth in foreign
countries. Other authors are more critical of the importance of price competitiveness to
exports and reject the hypothesis that wage moderation had relevant effect in stimulating
exports in Spain in this period (Cárdenas et al. 2020; Villanueva et al. 2020; Kohler/
Stockhammer 2021; Bilbao-Ubilos/Fernández-Sainz 2022).

Although exports contributed significantly to growth in the economic recovery,
imports also resumed, pulled by the upturn in consumption and investment. As a result,
the net contribution of the external sector was indeed lower than during the recession.
Hence, as we noted above, the recovery would not have been possible without the growth
of domestic spending. This finding contradicts the conclusion reached by Hein/Martschin
(2020: 571), who, focusing on the growth contribution of the balance of goods and ser-
vices and the financial balance of the external sector, qualify the growth period of the
Spanish recovery as an ‘export-led mercantilist regime’. Kohler/Stockhammer (2021: 23)
argue that such approach ‘may give misleading results’ for the post-GFC period, since

23. However, the Bank of Spain (2017a) estimates that price competitiveness had a lower contri-
bution to exports expansion after 2012’s labour market reform than in the years that preceded it.
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some ‘countries may appear “export-led”, but neither did they deliver a notable export per-
formance nor did their exports lead to growth’.

Hence an important factor explaining the economic recovery is the return of the posi-
tive contribution of private autonomous demand (credit-financed consumption and resi-
dential investment) and, especially, of public spending from 2015 onwards. The latter is
also noted by Cárdenas et al. (2020: 568) who, focusing on the rate of growth of public
demand and not on the budget balance, argue that the fiscal stance turned expansionary in
2015 when austerity policies were eased. Hein/Martschin (2021: 514) also identify that
shift in the fiscal policy stance through the changes in the cyclically adjusted primary bal-
ance, although from 2016 onward. Finally, business investment also contributed posi-
tively to growth, as is expected due to the accelerator mechanism.

5 FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, we analysed the pattern of economic performance in Spain from 1998 to 2019
from a demand-led growth accounting perspective, based on the supermultiplier theory. Our
general findings show that: (i) public demand has an important contribution to autonomous
demand in the Spanish economy, with the role of public wages and transfers acting as an
important stabilizing component to demand growth; (ii) exports also have an important con-
tribution to autonomous demand in the Spanish economy, also acting as an important stable
contribution to demand growth; (iii) residential investment and credit-financed consumption
played an important role in the pre-GFC economic expansion, not only because of the direct
effect, but also through the indirect effect of increasing public revenues and discretionary pub-
lic spending, with expansionary results to growth; (iv) the private business investment share is
positively correlated to output growth, as predicted by the supermultiplier approach; (v) there
is a downward trend of the supermultiplier during the whole period, mainly attributed to the
continuous shrinkage of the private wage share, increasing import content and lower private
productive investment share (as a result of lower growth).

Our demand-led growth accounting exercise presented here helped us to show some gen-
eral patterns regarding the contribution of induced and autonomous components of demand,
and the relative importance of the institutional sectors to demand-led growth. This kind of
accounting exercise, as we saw, should be integrated with other institutional, political econ-
omy and structural elements, with a prominent role for the macroeconomic policy stance, and
complemented with further institutional and empirical research. Meanwhile, we noted that
there is room for improving the methodology, in particular, the calibration of the supermul-
tiplier, by (i) better distinguishing some possible endogenous elements of the autonomous
demand, such as consumption out of unemployment benefits, and (ii) building upon econo-
metric estimations of the propensity to invest, the propensities to consume out of wages
(private and public) and of public transfers, as well as, for each component of demand, the
import content.
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APPENDIX 1: DATA SOURCES
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Table A1 Data sources

Variable Source

Main aggregates
Aggregate income Spanish national accounts
Consumption by households and non-
profit institutions serving households

Spanish national accounts

Investment Spanish national accounts
Government consumption Spanish national accounts
Government investment Operaciones no financieras de las

Administraciones Públicas
Public companies’ investment Cuentas de las empresas públicas
Exports Spanish national accounts
Imports Spanish national accounts
Auxiliary - investment
Total residential investment Spanish national accounts
Government residential investment Operaciones no financieras de las

Administraciones Públicas
Investment in non-residential construc-
tions by real estate services sector

El stock y los servicios del capital en España
y su distribución territorial y sectorial

Private investment in R&D Spanish national accounts
Net acquisition of valuable objects Spanish national accounts
Auxilliary - consumption
Consumer credit Bank of Spain’s Statistical Bulletin
Transfers to households Spanish national accounts
Public wage bill Spanish national accounts
Parameters
Average effective tax rate on wages AEAT’s tax collection statistics
Average effective tax rate on value added AEAT’s tax collection statistics
Adjusted wage share AMECO Database

APPENDIX 2: ESTIMATION OF INCOMPLETE AND REAL SERIES

A2.1 Estimation of incomplete series

There are two series for which data is not available either in the first years and/or in the
last years of our period (consumption credit and investment by public companies). Miss-
ing values have been filled by extrapolating these series using another series, both eco-
nomically and statistically correlated, as reference. Statistical correlation is check on
growth rates for the years data is available for both series, at a level of confidence of
0.95. Denoting A the incomplete series and B the complete and correlated series, we
run a linear regression of the growth rate of the incomplete series (Ȧ) on the growth
rate of the complete one (Ḃ), as specified below (equation (A1)). The nomenclature is clar-
ified in (equation (A2)). Finally, we use the coefficient b obtained in the regression to
extrapolate recurrently the incomplete series backwards (equation (A3)) and/or forwards
(equation (A4)).
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_A ¼ a þ b ⋅ _B (A1)

_At ¼ At −At−1

At−1
(A2)

At−1 ¼ At

ð1þ b ⋅ _Bt−1Þ
(A3)

Atþ1 ¼ ð1þ b ⋅ _Btþ1ÞAt (A4)

For consumption credit, data previous to 2003 is not available. We have extrapolated the
series backwards using consumption of durable goods as reference (R² ¼ 0.82). In the case
of investment by public companies data is only available between 2002–2017. We have,
hence, extrapolated the series both backwards and forwards with the values of government
investment (R² ¼ 0.53).

A2.2 Estimation of real series

To estimate series in real terms we use, when available, the volume indexes at constant
euros of 2015 from the Spanish national accounts. For the remaining series we use the
deflators specified in Table A2. The durable goods deflator is obtained by calculating
the weighted average of volume indexes for the following items, according to the Classi-
fication of Individual Consumption According to Purpose (COICOP): 4.3 Maintenance,
repair and security of the dwelling; 5.1 Furniture, furnishings, and loose carpets;
5.3 Household appliances; 7.1 Purchase of vehicles; 9.1 Recreational durables; and
9.2 Other recreational goods. In turn, the deflator for non-durable goods and services
is calculated in the same way using the remaining items.

Table A2 Deflators used for the estimation of real series

Variable Deflator Source

Government investment Gross fixed investment REMSDB Database
Investment by public
companies

Gross fixed investment REMSDB Database

Public residential
investment

Residential investment Spanish national accounts

Private investment in
R&D

Investment in R&D Spanish national accounts

Consumer credit Consumption of durable
goods

Own calculation from Spanish national
accounts (as described above)

Transfers Consumption of non-
durable goods and
services

Own calculation from Spanish national
accounts (as described above)

Public wages Consumption of non-
durable goods and
services

Own calculation from Spanish national
accounts (as described above)

Private wages Consumption of non-
durable goods and
services

Own calculation from Spanish national
accounts (as described above)
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APPENDIX 3: GROWTH DECOMPOSITION RESULTS CONSIDERING
HOUSEHOLDS’ AUTONOMOUS CONSUMPTION OUT OF PUBLIC
INCOME AS PART OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Table A3 Growth decomposition

1998–
2007

2008–
2013

2008–
2009

2010–
2013

2014–
2019

1998–
2019

GDP 3.83% −1.32% −1.44% −1.26% 2.60% 2.09%

Public expenditures1 1.26% −0.35% 1.50% −1.27% 0.27% 0.55%
Private expenditures 2.01% −1.48% −1.55% −1.44% 1.47% 0.91%
Consumer credit 0.43% −0.52% −1.12% −0.21% 0.41% 0.17%
Government wages2 0.21% −0.11% 0.36% −0.34% 0.15% 0.11%
Transfers2 0.45% 0.24% 1.14% −0.22% 0.52% 0.41%
Private residential
investment

0.87% −1.08% −1.98% −0.63% 0.35% 0.20%

Other autonomous
investment

0.05% −0.01% 0.05% −0.04% 0.04% 0.03%

Exports 1.73% 0.55% −1.80% 1.73% 1.55% 1.36%
Supermultiplier
parameters

−1.17% −0.05% 0.41% −0.28% −0.68% −0.73%

Private wage share −0.37% −1.02% 0.22% −1.64% 0.00% −0.45%
Propensity to consume 0.45% 1.15% −1.66% 2.56% −0.72% 0.32%
Propensity to invest 0.25% −0.62% −2.28% 0.22% 0.47% 0.08%
Import content of
demand

−1.47% 1.12% 3.74% −0.20% −0.59% −0.52%

Wage taxation 0.01% −0.15% 0.09% −0.28% 0.11% 0.00%
Value added taxation −0.04% −0.53% 0.30% −0.94% 0.03% −0.16%
Net contributions
Public sector 1.23% −1.03% 1.90% −2.49% 0.41% 0.39%
Private sector 2.34% −1.96% −5.28% −0.30% 1.22% 0.86%
External sector 0.25% 1.67% 1.94% 1.53% 0.96% 0.83%

Notes: 1 Includes government wages as government consumption, but not as income financing
households’ consumption.
2 Contribution to growth through their spending by households in consumption.
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APPENDIX 4: THE SUPERMULTIPLIER GROWTH DECOMPOSITION
FORMULA

The supermultiplier growth accounting methodology (Freitas/Dweck 2013) consists of
decomposing the rate of growth of GDP on the basis of the supermultiplier theoretical
framework. The rate of growth of GDP is expressed in terms of the supermultiplier
and the rate of growth of each variable. To reach that expression, we use an iterative pro-
cess, based on rearranging the basic decomposition of GDP in increments of each variable.
We depart from the basic decomposition of GDP between autonomous and induced
demand minus imports:

Y ¼ D−M ¼ ð1−mÞD þ mW G ¼ ð1−mÞðZ þ CI þ I I Þ þ mWG

Defining Y ′ ¼ Y−WG and Z ′ ¼ Z−WG we obtain:

Y ′ ¼ ð1−mÞðZ ′þ CI þ I I Þ
In turn, we define γ ¼ cð1− tV AÞð1− twÞω′ and express each component but the auton-
omous one in terms of Y’:

Y ′ ¼ ð1−mÞðZ ′þ γY ′þ hY ′Þ
Hence, we can express the increase in Y’ as:

ΔY ′ ¼ ð1−m1ÞðZ ′1 þ γ1Y ′1 þ h1Y ′1Þ− ð1−m0ÞðZ ′0 þ γ0Y ′0 þ h0Y ′0Þ
We rearrange the expression as

ΔY ′ ¼ ½ð1−m1ÞZ ′1 − ð1−m0ÞZ ′0�
þ ½ð1−m1Þγ1Y ′1 − ð1−m0Þγ0Y ′0� þ ½ð1−m1Þh1Y ′1 − ð1−m0Þh0Y ′0�

and we operate to express each of the three elements on the right side of the equation in
terms of increases in Z’ and Y’ by adding and subtracting ð1−m1ÞZ ′0, ð1−m1Þγ1Y ′0 and
ð1−m1Þh1Y ′0:

ΔY ′ ¼ ½ð1−m1ÞΔZ ′−Z ′0Δm� þ ½ð1−m1Þγ1ΔY ′þ
�
ð1−m1Þγ1−ð1−m0Þγ0

�
Y ′0�

þ ½ð1−m1Þh1ΔY ′0 þ
�
ð1−m1Þh1 − ð1−m0Þh0

�
Y ′0�

Solving ΔY ′:

ΔY ′ ¼ 1
1− ð1−m1Þ ðγ1 þ h1Þ½ð1−m1ÞΔZ ′−Z ′0Δm

þ ½ð1−m1Þγ1 − ð1−m0Þγ0 þ ð1−m1Þh1 − ð1−m0Þh0�Y ′0�
We add and subtract (1 − m1)γ0Y ′0 and (1 − m1)h0Y ′0 inside the right-sight parenthesis
to express the two last elements in terms of Δγ and Δh. Regrouping we obtain:

ΔY ′ ¼ 1
1−ð1−m1Þðγ1 þ h1Þ ½ð1−m1ÞΔZ ′þ ð1−m1ÞY ′0Δγ

þ ð1−m1ÞY ′0Δh−ðZ ′0 þ γ0Y ′0 þ h0Y ′0ÞΔm�
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Rearranging the expression in terms of the supermultiplier α ¼ ð1−mÞ
1− ð1−mÞðγþ hÞ

we obtain:

ΔY ′0 ¼ α1 ΔZ ′þ Y ′0Δγþ Y ′0Δh−
1

ð1−m1Þ ðZ ′0 þ γ0Y ′0 þ h0Y ′0ÞΔm
� �

Adding ΔWG on both sides and dividing by Y0 we can express the equation in terms of the
growth rate of Y:

ΔY
Y0

¼ _Y ¼ α1
ΔZ ′
Y0

þ 1−
WG

Y0

� �
Δγþ 1−

WG

Y0

� �
Δh

�

−
1

ð1−m1Þ Z ′0 þ ðγ0 þ h0Þ 1−
WG

Y0

� �� �
Δm� þ ΔWG

Y0

We replace γ for its expression:

_Y ¼ α1
ΔZ ′
Y0

þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �
½c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1Þω′1 − c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þω′0

� �

þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �
Δh

−
1

ð1−m1Þ
Z ′0
Y0

þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� ��
c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þω′0 þ h0

�� �
Δm

�
þ ΔWG

Y0
(31)

We develop the second term inside the big brackets repeating iteratively the same strategy
used previously to express it in terms of increases in ω′, tw, tVA and c. First, adding and
subtracting c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1Þω′0:

c1ð1− tV AÞð1− tw1Þω′1 − c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þω′0 ¼ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1ÞΔω′
þ½c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1Þ− c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þ�ω′0

(32)

Adding and subtracting c1ð1−tV A1Þð1−tw0Þ, taking into account that Δð1−twÞ ¼
ð1− tw1Þ− ð1− tw0Þ ¼ −Δtw we obtain that:

c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1Þ− c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þ
¼ −c1ð1− tV A1ÞΔtw þ ½c1ð1− tV A1Þ− c0ð1− tV A0Þ�ð1− tw0Þ

(33)

Adding and subtracting c1ð1− tV A0Þ
c1ð1− tV A1Þ− c0ð1− tV A0Þ ¼ −c1ΔtV A þ ð1− tV A0ÞΔc (34)

Replacing equations (34) in (33), (33) in (32) and (32) in (31), we obtain:

_Y ¼ α1
ΔZ ′
Y0

þ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1Þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �
Δω′

�
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−ω0′c1ð1− tV A1Þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �
Δtw −ω′0ð1− tw0Þc1 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
ΔtV A

þω0′ð1− tw0Þð1− tV A0Þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �
Δc þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
Δh

−
1

ð1−m1Þ
Z0

Y0
þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� ��
c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þω′0 þ h0

�� �
Δm

�
þ ΔWG

Y0
(35)

We develop now the increase in Z′ in the first term inside the brackets:

ΔZ ′ ¼ ΔCCr þ ΔCTr þ ΔCWG þ ΔIRes þ IOA þ ΔðG −WGÞ þ ΔX (36)

We use the same iteration to develop each of these components.

ΔCCr ¼ ð1− tV A1ÞCr1 − ð1− tV A0ÞCr0 ¼ ð1− tV A1ÞΔCr −Cr0ΔtV A (37)

ΔCTr ¼ c1ð1− tV A1ÞT r1 − c0ð1− tV A0ÞT r0

¼ c1ð1− tV A1ÞΔT r þ ½c1ð1− tV A1Þ− c0ð1− tV A0Þ�T r0

¼ c1ð1− tV A1ÞΔT r − c1T r0ΔtV A þ ð1− tV A0ÞT r0Δc

(38)

ΔCWG ¼ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1ÞWG1− c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0ÞWG0

¼ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1ÞΔWG þ ½c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1Þ− c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þ�WG0

(39)

Taking into account that Δð1− twÞ ¼ ð1− tw1Þ− ð1− tw0Þ ¼ −Δtw, we continue the
iteration by adding and subtracting c1(1-tVA1)(1-tw0) :

ΔCWG ¼ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1ÞΔWG

þ½− c1ð1− tV A1ÞΔtw þ ½c1ð1− tV A1Þ− c0ð1− tV AÞ�ð1− tw0Þ�WG0

¼ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1ÞΔWG

þ½− c1ð1− tV A1ÞΔtw þ ½− c1ΔtV A þ ð1− tV A0ÞΔc�ð1− tw0Þ�WG0

¼ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1ÞΔWG − c1ð1− tV A1ÞWG0Δtw

− c1ð1− tw0ÞWG0ΔtV A þ ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0ÞWG0Δc (40)

Introducing equations (37), (38), (39) and (40) in equation (36), and equation (36) in
(35) we obtain:

_Y ¼ α1 ð1− tV A1ÞΔCr
Y0

−
Cr0
Y0

ΔtV A þ c1ð1− tV A1ÞΔT r
Y0

− c1
T r0
Y0

ΔtV A

�

þ ð1− tV A0ÞT r0
Y0

Δc þ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1ÞΔWG

Y0
− c1ð1− tV A1ÞWG0

Y0
Δtw

− c1ð1− tw0ÞWG0

Y0
ΔtV Aþþ ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0ÞWG0

Y0
Δc þ ΔIRes

Y0
þ ΔIOA

Y0

þ ΔðG −WGÞ
Y0

þ ΔX
Y0

þ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1Þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �
Δω′
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−ω′0c1ð1− tV A1Þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �
Δtw −ω′0ð1− tw0Þc1 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
ΔtV A

þ ω′0ð1− tw0Þð1− tV A0Þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �
Δc þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
Δh

−
Z ′0
Y0

þ
�
c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þω′0 þ h0

�
1−

WG0

Y0

� �� �
1

ð1−m1ÞΔm� þ
ΔWG

Y0

Grouping terms in terms of increases in each variable:

_Y ¼ α1 ð1− tV A1ÞΔCr
Y0

þ c1ð1− tV A1ÞΔT r
Y0

þ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1ÞΔWG

Y0

�

þ ΔIRes
Y0

þ ΔIOA

Y0
þ ΔðG −WGÞ

Y0
þ ΔX

Y0
þ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1Þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
Δω′

þ ð1− tV A0ÞT r0
Y0

þ ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þ WG0

Y0
þ ω′0 1−

WG0

Y0

� �� �� �
Δc

− c1 ð1− tV A1Þ WG0

Y0
þ ω′0 1−

WG0

Y0

� �� �� �
Δtw

−
Cr0
Y0

þ c1
T r0
Y0

þ c1ð1− tw0Þ WG0

Y0
þ ω′0 1−

WG0

Y0

� �� �� �
ΔtV A þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
Δh

−
1

ð1−m1Þ
Z ′0
Y0

þ
�
c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þω′0 þ h0

�
1−

WG0

Y0

� �� �
Δm� þ ΔWG

Y0

Finally, we can express each element in terms of the growth rate of the corresponding vari-
able by multiplying and dividing them by that variable in time = 0, obtaining the full super-
multiplier growth-decomposition formula. Time = 0 corresponds to the previous year’s
value at current prices and time = 1 to the current year’s value at previous year’s prices.

_Y ¼ α1½ð1− tV A1ÞCr0
Y0

_Crþc1ð1− tV A1ÞT r0
Y0

_T rþc1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1ÞWG0

Y0

_W G

þ IRes0
Y0

_I Res þ IOA

Y0

_I OA þ ðG −WGÞ
Y0

ðG − _WGÞþ X
Y0

_X

þð1− tV A0Þ T r0
Y0

þ ð1− tw0Þ WG0

Y0
þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
ω′0

� �� �
c0 _c

þc1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1Þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �
ω′0 _ω′

− c1ð1− tV A1Þ WG0

Y0
þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
ω′0

� �
tw0 _t w
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−
Cr0
Y0

þ c1
T r0
Y0

þ c1ð1− tw0Þ WG0

Y0
þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
ω′0

� �� �
tV A0 _t V A

þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �
h0 _h

−
1

ð1−m1Þ
Z0 −WG0

Y0
þ
�
c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þω′0 þ h0

�
1−

WG0

Y0

� �� �
m0 _m�

þWG0

Y0

_W G (41)

Defining

βCr ¼ βT r ¼ ð1− tV A1Þ

βc ¼ ð1− tV A0Þ T r0
Y0

þ ð1− tw0Þ WG0

Y0
þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
ω′0

� �� �

βω′ ¼ c1ð1− tV A1Þð1− tw1Þ 1−
WG0

Y0

� �

βtw ¼ c1ð1− tV A1Þ WG0

Y0
þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
ω′0

� �

βtV A
¼ Cr0

Y0
þ c1

T r0
Y0

þ c1ð1− tw0Þ WG0

Y0
þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
ω′0

� �

βm ¼ 1
ð1−m1Þ

Z0 −WG0

Y0
þ 1−

WG0

Y0

� �
½c0ð1− tV A0Þð1− tw0Þω′0 þ h0�

� �

and replacing in equation (41), we obtain the growth-decomposition formula as presented
in Section 2 (equation (22) in Table 2):

_Y ¼ α1 βCr
Cr0
Y0

_CrþβT r
T r0
Y0

_T rþβWPub

WG0

Y0

_W G þ IRes0
Y0

_I Res

�

þ IOA0

Y0

_I OA0 þ G −WG

Y0
ðG − _WGÞ

þ X
Y0

_X þ βc c0 _c þ βωω′0 _ω′− βtw tw0 _t w − βtV A
tV A0 _t V A þ h0 _h − βmm0 _m� þWG0

Y0

_W G
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